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Abstract

In this paper we discuss a hybrid approach combining Case-
Based Reasoning (CBR) and Information Retrieval (IR) for
the retrieval of legal documents. Our hybrid CBR-IR
approach takes as input a standard symbolic representation
of a problem ease and retrieves texts of relevant cases from
a document corpus dramatically larger than the case base
available to the CBR system. Our system works by first
performing a standard HYPO-style CBR anatysis and then
using texts associated with certain important classes of
cases found in this analysis to “seed” a modified version of
INQUERY’s relevance feedback mechanism in order to
generate a query. Our approach provides two benefits: it
extends the reach of CBR (for retrievat purposes) to much
larger corpora, and it enables the injection of knowledge-
based techniques into traditional IR. We deseribe our CBR-
IR approach and report on on-going experiments performed
in two different legal domains.

1 Introduction

There are many extensive and widely-used commercial text
collections for use by those in the legal profession. For
instance, all the cases decided in the Supreme Court and
other Federal courts since their beginnings (in 1789) and in
most state courts over at least the last 30 years are available
through either West Publishing Company’s WestLaw or
Mead’s Lexis systems. These massive on-line corpora
represent a tremendous resource and investment of capital.
They are the stock-in-trade of lawyers and others in the law,
who use them extensively in legal research. While
extensive, such commercial text-based systems are
sometimes awkward to use and offer no guarantee for
intelligent retrieval. The user of such a system must know
how to manipulate them to get back truly relevant
information.
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For instance, it is often difficult to know exactly what
terms to include in a query. Many cases abottt a topic, such
as ojfer, do not explicitly contain the word ofler,-and just
because a case does contain it, the ease is not necessarily
about this issue [Dick, 1987]. Often users of such systems
are not even aware of the difficulties in using such systems
because nothing has appeared to go wrong. One study found
that although many users felt that they had retrieved a high
proportion of the right documents (i.e., that recall was
high), in fact they had retrieved only a mere 25% of the
relevant texts [Blair & Maron, 1985].

The opposite problem of retrieving too much information,
only some of which is actually relevant, is also a
commonly occurring one. For example, if one were
gathering precedents to be used in writing a brief for a
personal (Chapter 13) bankruptcy case involving the legat
question of court approval of the plan proposed by the
debtor, WestLaw could be used to query its collection of
bankruptcy cases, for instance, with the query 1325(a) (the
cite to the relevant section of the bankruptcy statute). Even
with an additional restriction to cases deeided between 1982
and 1990, this query produces 959 cases; far too many to lx
looked over by even the most dedicated legal researcher or
research team. A more restricted query 1325(a)(3) (the cite
to the statutory subsection addressing the narrower “good
faith” requirement for plan approval) retrieves 386 cases;
still too many. Adding information about the case at hand
(e.g., profession of debtor, amount of debts, duration of
plan) or ptacing further restrictions on date and jurisdiction,
would be ways to narrow down further the set of “good
faith” casesretrieved.

By bringing in specifics of the case at hand-exactly the
sort of information used by case-based reasoning (CB R)
systems—it is possible to retrieve a workable set of truly
relevant cases whose fact situations are similar, and not just
those that happen to share a particular statutory cite. This is
what an experienced user does and what vendors of such

commercial systems recommend. In addition to facts of the
current case, experienced users also draw on knowledge of
known relevant precedents, past successful retrievat episodes
on similar problems, knowledge of the particul~ domain,
general information about courts and procedure, knowledge
of how the retrieval engine works, etc. By being smart
about query formation, a user can drive the retrievat engine
to produce better results. However, it does require effort and
expertise on the part of the user.
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Thus we have two well-developed technologies, each with
its own strengths and limitations. CBR can reason in depth
about a problem case and, in particular, retrieve highly
relevant cases, but this ability is limited by the availability
of cases actually represented in a CBR system’s case base.
On the other hand, full-text information retrieval systems
are not hampered by any lack of available cases (in textual
form) but they cannot reason about a problem case and thek
sxmseof relevance is very weak.

A natural approach is to form a hybrid system where the
strengths of each are used to overcome the weaknesses of
the other in order to produce results or functional ities
unachievable by either individrratly. Note that it is sinnply
not rerdistic to think about re-vamping such text to suit the
requirements of symbolic AI approaches, such as CBR.
Such collections, built up over the years, will most lilkely
be in their current textual form and be used pretty much as
they are or not at all.

Our goal in this project is to take advantage of both the
highly articulated sense of relevance used in CBR andl the
broadly applicable retrieval techniques used in IR in order to
retrieve documents that are relevant to a problem case from
commonly available large text bases without the need for
creating a symbolic case representation for every document
and without a lot of “driving” by the user. We require that
the combination of CBR and IR be seamless: once the user
has input a problem, the retrieval process should proceed
automatically. In particular, the user should not be required
to formulate queries.

Our hybrid CBR-IR approach takes as input a standard
frame-based representation of a problem case (e.g., a case
template filled by facts) and outputs texts of relevant cases
retrieved from a document corpus many times larger than
the case-base available to the CBR system. In one of our
application domains, an area of tax law, the full-text
collection is 500 times larger; in the other, an areil of
personal bankruptcy law, it is about 20 times larger. Since
items in the larger document corpus are “represented” only
in text form, they are not amenable to knowledge-based
methods, in particular, indexing techniques used by CBR;
thus they would ordinarily be unreachable by standard CBR.
On the other hand, any form of knowledge-intensive
reasoning of the kind at the core of CBR is not possible in
text bases; a CBR-type definition of relevance is lxyondl the
scope of tmditional IR.

Our hybrid CBR-IR system works by first performing a
standard HYPO-style CBR analysis [Ashley, 1990;
Rissland & Ashley, 1987] and then using the results to
cause the INQUERY IR system [Callan et al., 1992] to
generate and act on a query in its usual way. In particular,
our system causes a modified version of INQUERY’s
relevance feedback mechanism to generate terms and pairs of
terms from the documents—for instance, full text
opinions—associated with certain key cases found in the

CBR analysis, such as most on-point cases. This use of
relevance feedback, in effect, tells the IR component that

the small set of “seed” cases found through the CBR
analysis are highly relevant and that INQUERY should
retrieve more like them.

Instead of the user initiating the retrieval by making up a
query, in our approach the user begins by inputting facts of
a case. Of course what the user gets back is a set of
documents, not a nicely polished CBR analysis or
argumenq this is up to the user. However, the user has
been able to perform an intelligent, problem-based retrieval
from a large collection ordinarily beyond the reach of the
CBR system.

In combining knowledge-based CBR with text-based IR,
our approach allows the results of highly intelligent but
small-scaled CBR to be highly leveraged to drarnaticatly
larger text collections, without the need for creating
symbolic case representations for all documents in the
collection. Our approach works to the benefit of both CBR
and IR: it extends the reach of CBR and adds much-needed
intelligence to traditional IR.

2 Background

Among current CBR systems there are few with large case-
bases (say, larger than 1000 cases) and fewer still with both
large case-bases and cases with in-depth representations
[Kolodner, 1993]. All CBR systems use symbolic
representations of cases and many—particularly, those
developed in the legal domain—perform highly
sophisticated reasoning. Even though CB R relieves the
knowledge acquisition bottleneck by taking advantage of
problem cases as they arise, it is still time-consuming to
build a case corpus of significant size if cases are
represented in any depth. If the case base is constructed after
the fact from pre-existing archives of textuat materials, the
task can be daunting.

Most CBR systems that have represented large numbers of
cases have used fairly simple case representations (e.g.,
MB Rtalk [Stanfill & Waltz, 1986], PACE [Creecy et al.,
1992], Anapron [Gelding & Rosenbloom, 1991]) or have
used representations easily derived from the problems they
solve [Veloso, 1992]. In a very few situations, large case-
bases have been constructed through a combination of case
acquisition as a side-effect of customer service and follow-
up knowledge engineering [Shimazu et al., 1993]. Our own
CBR systems, which use detailed fact-oriented case
representation s—HYPO [Ashley, 1990; Rissland &
Ashley, 1987], CABARET [Rissland & Skahik, 1991],
BankXX [Rissland et al., 1993, 1994] —have typicatly had
case bases in the range of three to five dozen cases.

Within the information retrievat (IR) world, there are huge
document corpora and individual documents can be very
large (e.g., tens of pages of text). However, the level of
representation is shallow at best (i.e., the text itself) and the
indexing is weak (e.g., based on statistics of the collection)
[Salton, 1989]. Traditional IR systems suffer from a lack of
knowledge about the domains, problems, uses, etc. of the
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information being dealt with. While IR systems use easily
and broadly applied techniques, for instance, based on the
occurrence of keywords or the frequency distribution of
terms, these provide only the weakest sense of relevance,
and users of IR systems make the implicit assumptions that
not all the relevant documents will be retrieved (i.e., recall
will not be perfect), and that not all of those retrieved are
relevant (i.e., precision will not be perfect). CBR system
users have higher expectations. We would like to extend our
case-based retrieval to the IR context without sacrificing the
high recall and precision associated with CBR and without
enlisting the aid of an army of knowledge engineers to re-
tool available text collections.

There have been several approaches for enriching retrieval
environments with knowledge-based methods. Recently,
Hafner and Wise used expert systems technology to help
users pose requests to standard IR environments [Hafner &
Wise, 1993]. Earlier work in legal conceptual information
retrieval (e.g., [Hafner, 1987a, 1987b][Bing, 1987] Dick,
1987]) relied on a graph of diverse legal entities and
concepts where labeled links captured influences and
taxonomic information. A more recent project in legal
information retrieval is Gelbart and Smith’s FLEXICON
[Gelbart & Smith,1991, 1993], which uses a vector space
model for retrieval. FLEXICON can perform automatic
thesaurus construction, relevance feedback, and can extract
important paragraphs of an opinion to generate headnotes
automatically.

Rose’s SCALIR [Rose, 1994; Rose & Belew, 1991] is a
hybrid symbolic/sub-symbolic system that uses a network
of legat knowledge, including Shepard’s links and West’s
key number taxonomy links, to perform retrieval. SCALIR
uses spreading activation to perform the retrieval.
Approximately 90% of the links in the SCALIR network
are weighted connectionist links, with 75’%0 of all the links
between cases and terms.

In the FRANK project [Rlssland et al., 1993], we explored
how knowledge of the user’s intended purpose for retrieving
information-writing a one-sided pro-position advocacy
brief, a balanced pro-con policy assessment memo, etc.—
can be used to help configure CBR in order to retrieve
useful cases. The high level purposes—the user’s
information needs-are used to specify what sort of cases to
seek and which notions of similarity to use with the CBR.

In the BankXX project [Rissland et al., 1993, 1994], we
explored the use of heuristic search as a program
architecture for legal information retrieval. We represented
components of argument at various levels of abstraction,

for instance in so-called argument pieces and argument
factors, and in various core components of the system, such
as its evaluation function. These cause BankXX to search
for, peruse, and possibly harvest information of known
utility for making precedent-based arguments, such as
ordinary and best pro and con cases, legal theories, factual
prototypes. Such considerations can also be used to insure
that the information BankXX retrieves is balanced in the

sense that not all of it is cases, not all cases are for one
side, etc.

In the CABARET project [Rissland & Skalak, 1991], we
created a theory of statutory interpretation to guide not only
the argumentative tasks pursued but atso the type of cases
retrieved in support of them. Our three-tier model of
statutoty argument<onsisting of argument strategies,
moves, and primitives—specified what types of cases are
need to carry out a particular aspect of argument, such as
broadening a rule by finding cases that do not satisfy certain
statutory prerequisites but still were held to reap the benefit
of the rule’s conclusion (e.g., an allowed tax deduction).

A few other projects have tried to bridge the gap between
CBR and IR. For instance, Aleven and Ashley performed
some exploratory studies, as an off-shoot of their CATO
project, on how knowledge of legal factors could be used in
the formulation of naturrd language queries in Westlaw’s
WIN interface [Aleven & Ashley, 1993]. Specifically, they
found that students taught to argue with factors can use
them to produce good queries by expressing the factors in
natural language (and then using WestLaw’s WIN for
retrieval). Their study did not involve the automatic
generation of queries, but it would not be hard to do so. A
potential problem, however, might be the limited number
of terms in the query.

Goodman explored the opposite tack: enhance CBR with
IR. This was done in the Prism system, a system for
classifying bank telexes for further distribution and routing
[Goodman, 1991]. Prism integrates IR methods for
automatic index generation into the CBR paradigm. It uses
a lexical pattern matcher to generate retrievat indices. Prism
uses the retrieval indices to select cases from a case-base of
over 9600 sample telexes. It then adapts the best matching
cases to find classifications for the new telex.

3 Overview

Our system takes as input a problem case entered in the
form of a generic case frame filled in with specific facts. It
outputs a set of documents considered relevant to the
problem case. See Figure 1.

Our system first uses its HYPO-styled CBR module to
analyze a problem case with respect to the cases represented
in its own “in-house” case-knowledge-base (CKB). In
particular, it generates a claim lattice. This is done by
sorting the CKB based on the intersection of each case’s
dimensions with those applicable in the problem case in the
usual HYPO manner [Ashley, 1990, Rissland & Ashley,
1987]. Maximal cases in the resulting on-point ordering are
called most on-point cases or mope ‘s; they are children of
the root node, which contains the problem case, in the
claim lattice.
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Figure 1. Overview alf the hybrid CBR-IR architecture.

Next, from this claim lattice, the system selects a !small
number of certain special classes of cases, such as so-called
most on-point eases (mope ‘s) or cases residing in the top
two layers of the lattice,

The full-text versions of the opinions associated with these
cases are then passed to the INQUERY retrieval engine,
where a modified version of its relevance feedback (RF)
mechanism is used to generate a query, consisting c~fthe
top n terms or pairs of terms. (Note, ordinarily INQUERY
would not engage in relevance feedback until a retrieval,
based on user input, had been made and the set of retrieved
documents had been presenfed to the user for tagging as to
their relevaucc.) The generated query is then submitted as
usual.

INQUERY uses an inferenee network model, specifically a
Bayesiau probabilistic inference net [Turde & Croft, 1991].
It uses a directed acyclic graph with the query or
information need as the root node, document nodes as leaf
nodes, and a layer of query concept nodes and a layer of
concept representation nodes in between. It is also possible
to have nodes representing complex query operators in a
layer betxveen the query nodes and the query concept nodes.
This model allows INQUERY to combine multiple sources
of evidene (beliefs) to determine relevance.

We call the sets of cases selected from the CBRS module
analysis on its own CKB, and whose texts are submitted to
the RF mechanism, the relevance-feedback case-knowledge
base or RF-CKB. In this project, we have experimented
with a variety of RF-CKB’s.

Relevance feedback (RF) is a method for improving
retrieval by having a user assess whether retrieved
documents are relevant to his or her information needs.
Using information derived from the texts tagged by a, user
as relevant, a relevance feedback algorithm alter!s the
weights of the terms used in the originat query, rmtt/or adds

Retrieved
Texts

f

additional query terms. The modified query is then
submitted back to the IR engine. Relevance feedback has
been found to improve precision by forty to sixty percent
[Salton, 1989]. In our system, we employ relevance
feedback on the cases from the RF-CKB with a null query.

4 Example

The following scenario illustrates our approach. Suppose a
client consults with his lawyer about his attempt to take a
tax deduction for au office in his home and the Internal
Revenue Service has questioned it. The client believes that
his deduction should be allowed. He tells his lawyer various
facts concerning his situation. The lawyer inputs the case
facts into the CBR-IR system. For example, assume the
client is Mr. Weissman of the home office deduction case
Weissman v. Comm., 751 F.2d 512 (2d Cir. 1984).

Suppose the tawyer has knowledge of a set of home office
deduction cases from her personal tax practice and that these
make up the CKB used by the system. Assume these are
cases from CABARET’s case base. Using the lawyer’s
CKB, the CBR module next analyzes Mr. Weissrnan’s case.
Figure 2 shows cases in the resulting claim lattice.
Drucker, Gomez, Honan, and Meiers are the mo@s.l

The combined CBR-IR system now uses this analysis to
search for additional relevant cases within a larger corpus of
legal texts, say those available through the WestLaw
Federal Taxation Case Law collection. To do this, the
system formulates a query by employing relevance feedback
on the small set of RF-CKB cases selected from the claim
lattice.

1 Wr?&wmrn is presented %san extended example in [Rissland & Skalak,

199 1]. The claim lattice here is simpler than in that paper due to fewer

cases used in the CKB.
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Figure 2. Claim lattice for the Weissman case.

Suppose the set of mope’s is used as the RF-CKB. The
CBR system passes the indices for the texts (e.g., case
opinions) associated with these mope cases to the relevance
feedback module within the INQUERY system, which then
selects and weights the top terms, or pairs of terms from
within these texts and forms a query. Finally, INQUERY
acts on the query in the usual manner and returns a set of
documents.

The lawyer can then use these cases (some of which she
already knows about since they are in her own CKB) to do
further research on Mr. Weissman’s tax problem. Although
not relieved of the need to peruse or study these additional
cases, the lawyer has been able to access a large on-line
document collection in a problem-specific manner without
any need for formulating queries or otherwise cleverly
manipulating the retrieval engine. Once the problem case is
entere& the retrieval is done automatically by the system.

5 Methodology

In this section, we describe briefly the two domains of
application, how we defined baselines and answer keys for
our experiments, and the main pammeters varied.

5.1 Domains

We have experimented with our approach in two domains
thus fm

1 the home-oflce domain. used in CABARET

2 the good faith bankruptcy domain, used in BankXX

In this project, we dld not design or create new CKB ‘s.
Rather, we used as is subsets of cases from CKB’s
developed in two past projects from our lab-CABARET
[Rissland & Skalak, 1991] and BankXX [Risskmd et al.,
1994]—for the CKB’S of our CBR-IR hybrid and for
problem cases.

For the first domain, we used 25 cases from the original
CABARET case base. CABARET’s case base consisted of
36 real and hypothetical cases concerning the home office
deduction, whose requirements are given in Section
280A(c)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code.

For the secotid domain, we used 45 of the 55 cases (those
decided after 1981) from the original BankXX case base.
BankXX’s case base consisted of 55 actual cases concerning
the “good faith” issue for the approval of debtor plans under
Chapter 13 of the United States Bankruptcy code, (11
U.S.C. $$ 1301-1330) specifically in Section 1325(a)(3).

5.2 Problem Cases

In each domain, we ran a series of experiments by
submitting a problem case, chosen from one of our CKB’s.
The system then treated it in a de novo manne~ it is

temporarily deleted from the CKB and treated as an entirely
new problem situation with the remaining cases serving as
the CKB. So far we have run experiments on 4 home offics
deduction cases and 3 bankruptcy cases as problem cases.

In the bankruptcy domain, problem cases were restricted to
those cases from the BankXX corpus that were considered
meaty, that is, they contained more than a set threshold of
cited cases, theories, etc., in their opinions. We dld this
since so many of the cases in the BankXX CKB have sparse
hand-coded answers, which can create evaluation problems
[Rissland et al., 1995].

5.3 Building the Corpus

To test our approach, we constructed two test document
collections to use in retrieval experiments:

1

2

The home office deduction domain corpus, called the
HOD-corpus, consists of over 12,000 legat texts
(opinions) from cases addressing a variety of issues.

The bankruptcy domain corpus, called the
Bankruptcy-corpus, consists of over 950 legat texts
(opinions) from cases addressing approval of a
debtor’s plan, as specified in Section 1325(a), which
includes the “good faith” sub-issue in 1325(a)(3).

We built the HOD-corpus by adding approximately 200
cases, decided between 1986 and 1993, retrieved from the
WestLaw Federal Taxation Case Law collection with the
query home ofice to another already existing, nearly 12,000
document collection, called the West ccdlectioa, The HOD-

corpus includes 25 cases taken from CABARET’s CKB. Of
the 200 cases added in, only 128 actually concern the home
office deduction. The original West collection probably
contained no home office deduction cases.2 Thus, only
about 19L of the cases in the HOD-corpus address the home

2We had tested it ~i~ the query 280A, the re]eVant statIItOrY sectiOn for

the home office (and other) deductions, and only two texts were
retrieved and neither addressed the home office deduction.
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office deduction (280A(c)(1)) issue. It is a very divlerse
corpus.

We established a baseline for our ex~riments by using the
simple gne-term query 280A to our HOD-corpus. This

query does very well. It achieves 81.1~0 average precision
(calculated on the basis of 11 precision-recall points). This
is a high baseline to improve on.

On the other hand, the Bankruptcy-corpus contains cases
dealing only with the aspects of debtor plan approval given
in Section 1325(a). We built this corpus by downloading
all 962 cases decided between 1982 and 1990 that were
found with the query 1325(a) to the WestLaw Federal
Bankruptcy Case Law collection. It contained all but the 10
earliest cases from the original 55-case BankXX CKB. In
the Bankruptcy-corpus about 40% (385 cases) make specific
reference to the phrase good faith. This corpus is very
focused.

We established a baseline for this corpus by using the
SiI@2 gne-Dhras e query good faith on our Bankruptcy-

corpus. This results in an average precision of 89.3%. This
high value indicates that a high proportion of “good faith”
cases actuatly use that phrase and that cases on other
1325(a) issues do not. This is an exceedingly high baseline.

We found that home office deduction cases often discuss
more than just the home office deduction 280A(c)(1) issue.
As many as seven or more other issues might be covered
within such a case. On the other hand, we found that most
of our bankruptcy cases only addressed the one “good faith”
(1325(a)(3)) issue. Not surprisingly, the home office
deduction cases vary significantly in length-anywhere
from one to twenty or more pages in length-whereas the
bankruptcy cases tend to be on the shorter side, running
generally less than ten pages. Thus Bankruptcy cases are
much more concise and focused than home office deduction
cases.

5.4 Answer Keys

For each problem, we constructed an “answer key” that
specified the documents to be considered as relevant. In the
home office deduction domain, any of the 128 cases from
the HOD-corpus that actually concerns a taxpayer trying to
take the home office deduction is considered relevant. In the
bankruptcy domain, any case that addresses the “good faith”
issue is considered relevant. Thus all problem cases were
assigned the same set of texts as the correct answer, which
includes those which CABARET or BankXX would have
considered relevant. We plan to use a more refined sense of
correct answer-those actually cited in the court case—in
future work.

measures coverage. It is the ratio of the number of relevant
retrieved items (i.e., items in the intersection of the answer
key and the retrieved items) to the total number of relevant
items

●Precision measures the percent of retrieved items that are
relevant. It measures accuracy. It is the ratio of the number
of relevant retrieved items to the total number of retrieved
items.

●Average precision is the average of the precision
values achieved at 11 levels of recall: O’%0,10%, 20Y0, . . .
100%.

6 Experiments

In this section, we discuss our experiments with the hybrid
CBR-IR approach. In particular, we discuss results achieved
with different RF-CKB’s and different numbers of terms
used in the resulting query. In another report, we discuss
experiments using pairs of terms [Daniels & Rissland,
1995].

6.1 System Parameters Varied

For each problem case, we varied the following aspects of
the CBR-IR system:

1. the RF-CKB used to seed the relevance feedback
mechanism,

2. the number of terms used in the INQUERY query.

We did not vary other parameters used in relevance feedback,
such as the weighting metric. For our experiments, there is
no “original query” per se. Instead, the relevance feedback
module is given a null query and a smatl number of legal
texts, the RF-CKB, as its set of relevant documents.
Because there is no original query, some aspects of
relevance feedback, such as re-weighting of terms, do not
apply.

The RF module of INQUERY calculates the top terms
within an RF-CKB, weights them, and submits them as a
“new” query against the collection. It uses only terms found
from within the RF-CKB. For each RF-CKB, the relevance
feedback module formed a query with the top 5, 10, 15,20,
25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, and 400 terms found
in the RF-CKB. The maximum length query was 400
terms, because of a limitation of the RF module. Therefore
longer queries, such as all of the terms from within a RF-
CKB, were not tested.

6.2 RF-CKB’s—Sets of Cases for Seeding
Relevance Feedback

Answer keys are used to calculate precision, recall, and
average precision statistics: For the home office deduction domain, we selected 4 cases

to use as problem cases. On Weissman, the first problem
●Recall measures the percent of those items that should
have been retrieved by the query that actually were. It

case with which we experimented, we examined the queries
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and resulting precision-recatl results (see Figure 4) derived
with six different RF-CKB’s:

1. RF-CKB 1 consists of the mope’s. In Weissman,
there are 4 mope’s. (See Figure 2.) Coincidentally, this set
of four texts happens to be pure in the sense that there are
no other issues under consideration in them besides that of

the home office deduction. An impure case discusses the
home office deduction and one or more other issues.3

2. RF-CKB2 consists of only impure cases; a
random selection of five of them from the claim lattice.
RF-CKB2 tests the ability of relevance feedback in
discriminating important terms from non-relevant ones
within noisy texts.

3. RF-CKB3 is the union of RF-CKB 1 and RF-
CKB2. It has both pure and impure texts and is thus mixed.
RF-CKB3 has the advantage of having a large number
terms from which to select the important ones.

4. RF-CKB4 contains all eight pure texts from the
top two layers of the claim lattice. It is comprised of the
four mope’s and four more cases.

5. RF-CKB5 contains all seven impure texts in the
CBR module’s CKB of 25 cases.

6. RF-CKB6 contains all the cases in the top 2
layers of the claim lattice. It contains 11 cases: eight pure
texts (RF-CKB4) and three impure.

I ‘es* C%F~l CRKF~2C%%3 CRKFti. CRKF~5CRKF&

/Docmnents 1119531 4 I 5 I 9 I 8 I 7 1111

Iunique Termsl 142749 I 1242 I 2430 I 2885 I 1952 I 2941 I 2767 I, , i 1

Unique Terms 530 477 842 680 516 834 59
~Text (avg)

Avg Length 3250 1254 3321 2402 1533 3353 2031

Figure 3. RF-CKB statistics for the Home
Office Deduction experiments.

On average, the pure texts are much smaller than a typical
text in the West collection. Not surprisingly, across all RF-
CKB’S, pure cases had the least number of unique terms to
select among and tended to be shorter documents, while the
impure documents had much larger numbers of unique
terms and were significantly longer. The average West
document was as long as the impure, yet had significantly
fewer unique terms. See Figure 3.

7 Results

Eleven point precision and recatl tables were generated for
each query. Figure 4 gives a summary of the average
precision for the six RF-CKB’s used on the Weissman
case with different numbers of terms used to form a query.
RF-CKB 1 containing pure mope’s requires the most
terms-between 51 and 100 terms-to achieve an average
precision exceeding the baseline of 81.1%. The small
impure RF-CKB2 achieves this average between 11 and 15
terms and the mixed RF-CKB 3 needs 5 or less terms.
Overall, the top two layers RF-CKB6 achieves the best set
of average precision and the 8 pure RF-CKB4 nexu the 7
impure RF-CKB5 achieves the worst.

Every RF-CKB results in significant

improvement over the baseline average

precision of 81.1% by the time they have

included 100 or fewer terms. The mixed RF-

CKB3 does this with just 5 terms. Relative

improvement over tbe baseline is nearly 107o in

many queries. Thus, the hybrid CBR-IR method

significantly outscores straight IR alone.

There is a large jump in the average precision for most of
the RF-CKB’S. For example, for RF-CKB 1 a jump from
36.3% to ~g.?~. occurs between 16 and 20 terms. For the
small impure ~-CKB2, the jump is from %.0~0 to 88.1%
with the addition of terms 11 to 15. Jumps may be
explained by examining the set of terms that are added to
the longer queries. It turns out that whenever the jump
occurs, both 280A and dwell are new terms. No such large
jump is apparent with the mixed RF-CKB3, since both
terms are used in all the queries, from 5 terms on up.

We had expected that the mope/pure RF-CKB 1 would
outperform the other RF-CKB’S. Its failure to do so may be
due to its smatl number (4) of small documents from which
the RF mechanism generates terms. By contrast, for
instance, the mixed RF-CKB3 had twice as many
documents (9) and the average size of its documents is
approximately twice that in RF-CKB 1. In the impure RF-
CKB2, the average document is more than two and a half
times as large. The number of unique terms in the RF-
CKB 1 is also significantly smatler than the average found
in RF-CKB2 and RF-CKB3.

In addition, the ability of the RF mechanism to select high-
value terms may be restricted by the purity of the texts in
the mopc(pure RF-CKB 1. The fOUr cases in RF-CKB 1

discuss only issues surrounding taking the home office

deduction. Therefore, it should follow that these documents

contain terms descriptive for the home office deduction.

30f the 25 cases in the CBR module’s CKB, 7 are not pure. Among the

other 103 home office deduction cases in the HO D-corprs, fewer than

10 were pure.
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Number of Terms

5
10
15
20
25
50

100
150
200
250
300
350
400

RF-CKB1 RF-CKB2 RF-CKB3 RF-CKB4 RF- RF-CKB6
Mope/ 5 Impure Mixed 8 Pure CKB5 Top 2

Pure 7 Impure Layers

40.6 55.2 83.8 39.5 53.1 39.9
38.6 54.0 86.7 42.5 63.8 83.8
36.3 88.1 86.5 83.0 66.8 83.7
79.3 90.7 86.3 83.1 68.4 85.3
79.0 87.6 88.8 83.8 68.1 89.0
78.9 87.5 89.3 88.1 85.7 89.0
81.2 87.5 88.5 88.5 83.5 90.3
85.9 87.5 88.4 89.0 83.5 90.2
86.6 88.2 88.4 88.9 83.5 90.2
87.4 86.5 88.3 89.2 83.6 90.5
87.6 86.5 89.2 89.2 82.0 90.2
86.4 86.0 89.1 88.5 80.7 89.8
85.4 85.4 88.8 88.8 81.9 89.3

Figure 4. For the tot) n terms, average precision achieved bv RF-CKB’S on Weissman.

Boldfa;e indicates the ~tte;y exceeded the bas;line of 81.1%

Yet, because so many terms occur across all four relevant
documents, the high-value terms may be hard to
discriminate and are thus undervalued by the RF
mechanism. Discriminating high-value terms within
impure and mixed RF-CKB’s might be more easily done
than within this pure RF-CKB. Within an impure RF-
CKB, terms descriptive of the home office deduction
comprise a smaller proportion of each text bec~ause
addh.ional issues are represented. This may aid the selection
metric in finding terms descriptive of the home office
deduction. Within the mixed RF-CKB3, the imlpure
documents may provide the noise necessary for these hligh-
value terms to be more recognizable.

Based on the results from these experiments, we ran a
similar set of experiments for three other cases froml the
HOD domain, Honan, Meiers, and Soliman4 using just two
RF-CKB’S:

1. RF-CKB 1: the set of mope’s for a problem case.

2. RF-CKB6 the top two layers of a problem case’s
claim lattice.

These results were similar to those found with Weissman.
All the mope RF-CKB’s exceeded the baseline by 100
terms or less. Using the top two layers exceeded the
baseline within 10 or fewer terms and achieved better
overall results than the mope RF-CKB ‘s.

Within the bankruptcy domain we selected three problem
cases and used these two same RF-CKB ‘s. The Bankruptcy
term results were not as spectacular. The system was able
to achieve average precision ranging only from 48(% to
6770. Again, better average precision occurs with higher
numbers of terms and again, RF-CKB6 composed of the
top two layers of the lattice outperformed RF-CKB 1,
composed of only mope’s. Random sets of four or five

documents achieved average ptwisions in approximately the
same range. It should be noted that the total number of
documents used by the relevance feedback module was still
very small; the largest RF-CKB contained only nine
documents.

It also should be noted that in the experiments reported
here, we restricted our queries to simple terms whereas
the baseline used a query composed of a phrase. Phrases

can be much more descriptive of a text’s content. This

explains why we did not outscore the exceedingly high

baseline average precision (89.3%) of the bankruptcy
corpus. In another set of experiments using phrases in the
bankruptcy domain, we demonstrate that phrases outperform
single terms across all of our RF-CKB ‘s. In particular, we
did outperform the baseline with phrases [Daniels &
Rkslaud, 1995].

8 Conclusion

The goal of this project is to create a system that provides
access to more cases than usually provided by a CBR
system and with a more precise sense of relevance than
provided by traditional IR systems. In our hybrid CBR-IR
approach, knowledge-intensive case-based reasoning is
performed on a (small) corpus of cases represented in a CBR
module, and important cases selected from this analysis are
used to drive a traditional text-based IR system using a
(much) larger document collection. We use the CBR
analysis to locate good examples of the kind of cases we
want, and the IR system to retrieve more like them.

In this paper, we have explored how a limited number of
relevant full-text legal documents can be used to retrievb
with a high level of both recall and precision—additional
relevant legal texts from a large corpus. We have shown
that using a modified version of relevance feedback, in
which we have no initial query to modify and a small

4 Honan v. Conun., T.C. Memo. 1984-253; Meiers v. Comm., 782 F.2d
75 (7th Cir. 1986); Solinwr v. Cmmn., 935 F.2d 52 (4th Cir. 1991).
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number of well-chosen full-text documents, we can do this
automatically with excellent results.

In summary, our approach integrates CBR with IR to:

● extend the range of retrievals to materials outside the
scope of a CBR system

● improve the precision of traditionat IR

● leverage the strengths of each

* achieve robus~ decent results with minimal effort

● require no human in the loop, other than case entry

● be reproducible across a variety of problem cases.

In general, our system achieves best results when 150 or
more terms are used. The system achieves good results even
if it is restricted to a small set of short texts that all discuss
the same issue. Furthermore, using a large number of terms
(300-400) does not degrade performance as much as might
be expected, and, in fact, in most instances achieved results
as good as or better than queries with fewer terms.

We are now examining the use of pairs of terms found in
close proximity to each other to be used as the query terms.
Additionally, we are conducting experiments using a more
refined problem-specific sense of relevance: a case is

considered relevant only if it is actually cited in the actual
opinion of the problem case. We are able to use this stricter
definition of relevance because we already have hand-coded
answers for individual problems available from our
empirical evaluation of the BankXX system [Rissland et
al., 1995], in which we compared the sets of items (e.g.,
cases, legal theories) retrieved by BankXX against those
actually mentioned in a case.
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